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Abstract

Questions of application of the Vlasov model for solid state for description of the nucleation

of defect structure, taking into account of the thermal conditions of the crystal growth were

discussed. The Vlasov model for solid state describes the processes of complexation during

the growth of real crystals adequately classical theory of nucleation and growth of second-

phase particles in solids. With the help of the Vlasov model for solid state shown that during

of low-temperature treatments of crystals the complexation is unlikely. In this case we have

the processes of coalescence of grown-in defects. Method of calculation of the initial defect

structure of crystals was proposed. This method includes the Vlasov model for solid state and

the classical theory of nucleation and growth of second-phase particles in solids.

I. Introduction

To describe the physical properties of solids in literature two approaches were suggested. In

the framework of classical approach we say's about the crystal lattice [1]. The classic

approach assumes: (i) location of each atom in the lattice site, (ii) the consistency of
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introducing the concept of probability and of the mechanical description of the behavior of

particles, and (iii) the premise that the totality of atoms in a crystal is an integer. Statistical

and quantum mechanical methods are used in the classical theory of the crystal. This theory

has resulted to important results. In particular, one of such results is the creation of the

classical theory of nucleation and growth of second-phase particles in solids [2].With the help

of this theory can describe the formation and development (transformation) of the defect

structure of a solid, both in the process of its growth, and as a result of various technological

impacts [3].

The Czochralski-growth and the floating zone-growth of dislocation-free silicon monocrystals

is accompanied by the formation of structural (or grown-in) microdefects. Grown-in

microdefects are formed by interactions between intrinsic point defects and atoms of oxygen

and carbon during crystal cooling. Grown-in microdefects are precipitates of impurities,

microvoids or interstitial dislocation loops [4].

In 2010 we publish a model of impurities high-temperature precipitation [5]. We are

theoretically describe the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of the precipitates in the range

from the crystallization temperature to room temperature by introduction in formulas the

dependence ��ൻ� (where � is temperature, ൻ is time).

The model of high-temperature precipitation is not only adequate to the experimental results

of the investigation of grown-in microdefects but also does not contradict the classical theory

of nucleation of second-phase particles.

In the second approach, a periodic structure of the crystal is not a consequence restrictions on

the freedom of movement of the atoms in the crystal. Periodic structure caused by the

specificity of statistical laws of motion of particles, which agree a periodic structure with the

freedom of movement of atoms. As a result the probability of finding an atom in interstitials

of the crystal lattice are always different from zero [6, 7]. The second approach is based on

the solution of the Vlasov kinetic equation. Vlasov’s model is a system of equations for

describing the evolution of the particle continuum with potential of the pair interaction [8].

This is the task for system of many particles. Vlasov assumed that the method to solve the

plasma has a universal character. The interaction in those systems can be a short-range or

long-range, weak or strong [9].

For the first time a solution for solid state was conducted Vlasov. Vlasov showed that the

spatial periodic distribution is one of the particular conditions of particle motion [6, 9]. Such
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decision was conducted for the perfect crystal. Hitherto the Vlasov model for solid state has

not been used.

In 2016 we publish the complexation process in accordance with Vlasov’s model for solids

[10]. Vlasov’s model for solids can be applied for description of structure formation of real

crystal. The aim of this paper is to consider the processes of formation and growth of the

particles of the second phase in the semiconductor silicon on the basis of Vlasov model for

solid state and the classical theory of nucleation and growth of particles of the second phase.

II. Mathematical model

The primary in Vlasov’s model is the distribution function. The particle is characterized by

geometric and kinematic properties. Thus the category of motion is included on the same level

with the primacy of categories of space and time. Therefore, in Vlasov model for solid state

the periodic distribution of probability density of the particles is the state (motion) of the

particles of the system, not the design.

The Vlasov model for solid state based on the following fundamental physical positions [6, 7]:

1) rejection of the principle of spatial and speed localization of the particles (in terms of

classical mechanics), which takes place regardless of the force interactions; 2) introduction of

force interactions in analogy with classical mechanics, but taking into account the new

principle of non-localization of particles; 3) the behavior of each particle of the system is

described by means of an extended in phase space �-function. In this approach are combined

the ideas of continuity and of corpuscular. The method of describing of motion of particle

associated with the extended function, and the particle in the form of a point occurs only in

the particular case [6].

In general, the equation of Vlasov describes the evolution of the function of distribution

� �thtൻ of the continuum of interacting particles in Euclidean space for speed h and for

coordinate � at time point ൻ. Equation has the form

��
�ൻ
� ��

��
th � ��

�h
t� � 㤸 (1)

� �) �
��

� �th � hthtൻ �h�h�

where � is the pair interaction potential, which is in real problems depends on the distance

� ) h ; � is the total force, with which all the particles act on one of them, which is located at
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time ൻ at point � [8]. In order for distinguish between the types of interactions are usually

talking about the systems of equations of Vlasov (Vlasov-Poisson, Vlasov-Maxwell, Vlasov-

Einstein and Vlasov-Yang-Mills equations) [11].

For a description of stationary properties of the crystal used the particles distribution density

� � � � �th �h� . Probable locations of atoms describes by the potential function. The

potential function contains the density of probability of the particles with considering the

temperature distribution of the particles [6]. The choice of potential of the pair interaction

depends on the problem under consideration. Nonlocal model of a crystal is described by

nonlinear equations. These equations make it possible to calculate the molecular potential and

density of location of particles in the conditions of temperature equilibrium [6]:

� � � ��� )�
� ��th � ��洠 ) ��th �

��
��� (2)

� � � �����洠 ) ��th �
��

where � is the Boltzmann constant; ��th is the potential of the pair interaction; � is some

characteristic number; � is the temperature. The initial equations are equations for the two

particles in a stationary condition �
�ൻ
� 㤸 [6]. Under the characteristic number to be

understood the values of a parameter �, at which the Eq. (2) has solutions different from the

trivial [6]. If the position of one of the particles taken as the origin of coordinates, it is

possible to determine � 㤸 � ��� [6]. The important task of Vlasov model for the solid state

is the determination of characteristic numbers.

The characteristic number � is determined from the basic criterion of the existence of the

crystal state. The conditions of crystallization can be written as follows:

���
��� 㤸

���th
� � �h�� � �� (3)

where � is the number of particles; �� is the temperature of melting (crystallization) of

crystal; ��th
� �) ��th [6].

Eq. (2) is written for the conditions of thermal equilibrium of system. The minima of

interatomic potential correspond to the stable equilibrium position of atoms in the complexes

(silicon-oxygen and silicon-carbon). Then we can determine the density of the distribution of

complexes as a function of the cooling temperature of the crystal

� � � �����洠 ) ���thth�th
��

(4)
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In the classical theory of nucleation and growth of new-phase particles the process of

precipitation in a crystal is treated as a first-order phase transition and the kinetics of this

process is divided into three stages: the formation of new-phase nuclei, the growth of clusters,

and the coalescence stage [12]. The formation of new phase nuclei takes place near the

crystallization front of the crystal [3]. In article [3] are the description of model of high-

temperature precipitation of impurities. At the second stage of the precipitation process,

clusters grow without a change in their number. Assuming that the precipitates have a

spherical shape, it is possible to calculate the average radius of the precipitate at the growth

stage:

� ൻ �
� ��t ൻ

��
(5)

where � is the quantity of order the distance between the particles in the cluster; t ൻ �

�� 㤸 )� ൻ � �� is the average number of particles at the nucleation centers; � 㤸 is the

monomer concentration at the initial instant of time; � ൻ is the changes in concentration of

monomers over time; �� is the concentration of nucleation centers; ൻ is the time [13].

At the third of the precipitation process, when the particles of the new phase are sufficiently

large, the supersaturation is relatively low, new particles are not formed and the decisive role

is played by the coalescence, which is accompanied by the dissolution of small-sized

particles and the growth of large-sized particles. The condition providing for changeover to

the coalescence stage is the ratio � ൻ ��� ൻ � � , where ��� ൻ is the critical radius of the

precipitate. Under this condition, the precipitate is in equilibrium with the solution �� �ൻ �

㤸 . The precipitate grows at � ൻ � ��� ൻ and dissolves at � ൻ � ��� ൻ . With time, the

critical radius ��� ൻ increases and the number of particles per unit volume decreases [13, 14].

Is possible to determine the critical size of the precipitates in accordance with [15]:
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CSCCS  ,,, are the supersaturations of the oxygen atoms,

carbon atoms, intrinsic interstitial silicon atoms, and vacancies, respectively;  is the density
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of the surface energy of the interface between the precipitate and the matrix;  is the shear

modulus of silicon;  and  are the linear and volume misfit strains of the precipitate and

the matrix, respectively; i and v are the fractions of intrinsic interstitial silicon atoms and

vacancies per impurity atom attached to the precipitate, respectively; pV is the molecular

volume of the precipitate; and 31 )
1
1()1(







 xxu vi .

The average size of precipitates at the stage of the coalescence is proportional to the cube root

of time [13]:

 3
0

3

9
4)( tDtRtR crav


 (7)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of impurity atoms;  0N
kT







 


 ;  0tRcr is the initial

critical radius;  is the surface tension at the precipitate-solid solution interface;  is the

atomic volume.

As is known, the formation and development of the structure of grown-in microdefects in

silicon are determined by thermal conditions of growth and cooling of the crystal [3, 4]. The

temperature distribution along the length of the ingot during its cooling varies depending on

the thermal parameters of the growth according to the expression � � � � �� � �t ��h ,

where t is the distance from the crystallization front; � is the axial temperature gradient at the

crystallization front; �� is the crystallization temperature [3]. It should be noted that, in the

general case, it is necessary to take into account the radial inhomogeneity of the temperature

field. We introduce the crystal growth rate (�) into in this formula and obtain

� ൻ � ��h

�����ൻ
(8)

III. Results and Discussion

The calculations were performed using the following parameters: ���th = 2.84 eV (SiO2),

�h�th = 2.71 eV (SiC), �� � �䁚�ꀀh � �㤸ꀀ��)� (SiO2), �h � �䁚㤸   � �㤸 ��)� (SiC); and

also pV = 4.302∙10-2 nm3 (SiO2), pV = 2.04∙10-2 nm3 (SiС),  = 310 erg/cm2 (SiO2),  = 1000

erg/cm2 (SiС),  = 6.41·1010 Pa,  = 0.3,  = 0.15,
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),/1.3exp(9.1),/54.2exp(17.0 kTeVDkTeVD cO  � = 0.25 nm, KeVk /106153.8 5 , ��

= 1012 cm-3.

We performed three separate groups of calculations that simulated the processes of

precipitation during the growth of crystals of large and small diameters with the use of the

Czochralski method (CZ-Si) and crucibleless floating zone melting (FZ-Si). Calculations of

the first group (I) were performed using the following parameters: the crystal growth rate was

V = 0.6 mm/min, the axial temperature gradient was G = 25 K/сm, the oxygen

concentration was  0N = 1018 cm-3, and the carbon concentration was  0N =1018cm-3. The

corresponding parameters used in calculations of the second group (II) were as follows: the

crystal growth rate was V = 0.3 mm/min, the axial temperature gradient was G = 25 K/сm,

the oxygen concentration was  0N = 1018 cm-3, and the carbon concentration was  0N

=1018cm-3. These conditions correspond to the growth of large-sized silicon single crystals

with the use of the Czochralski method. For calculations of the third group (III), we used the

following parameters: the crystal growth rate was V = 6 mm/min, the axial temperature

gradient was G = 130 K/сm, the oxygen concentration was  0N = 1018 cm-3, and the carbon

concentration was  0N =1018cm-3. Group III correspond to the conditions for growth of

small-sized silicon single crystals with the use of crucibleless floating zone melting.

In this the computing experiment, assumed that the concentration of nucleation centers for

complexes constitute ��㤸�h cm-3. This value corresponds to the experimental data obtained

by transmission electron microscopy [4]. The densities of distribution of complexes of silicon-

carbon for crystals I and II groups are shown in Fig. 1. The densities of distribution of

complexes of silicon-carbon for crystals III are shown in Fig. 2.

The precipitation process begins near the crystallization front. The results of the calculations

performed in groups I, II and III allow us to compare the processes of precipitation in the CZ-

Si and FZ-Si crystals and to analyze them for almost maximum contents of the oxygen and

carbon impurities. Changing crystal growth rate or axial temperature gradient as results

reduced time of the nucleation stage. Furthermore, the calculations in group III showed that

this changing leads to decrease of precipitates average radius in FZ-Si crystals as compared to

the CZ-Si crystals at the stage of the growth of precipitates.
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Fig. 1. Changing the density of distribution of complexes silicon-carbon for crystals I (1) and II (2) groups

Fig. 2. Changing the density of distribution of complexes silicon-carbon for crystals III group

The simultaneous nucleation and growth of particles of the new phase (oxygen and carbon

precipitates) during cooling of as-grown silicon crystals leads to a strong interplay between

the processes of evolution of these two subsystems of grown-in microdefects. The absorption

of vacancies by oxygen precipitates results in the emission of silicon atoms in interstitials.

The silicon atoms interact with carbon precipitates, which supply vacancies for oxygen

precipitates. This interplay between the processes leads to an accelerated changeover of the

subsystems of oxygen and carbon precipitates to the stage of the coalescence as compared to

the independent evolution of these two subsystems [13].

The condition providing changeover to the stage of the coalescence is written in the form

   tRtR cr , which is satisfied at the temperature KT 1423 . The stage of the coalescence

in large-scale crystals begins at temperatures close to the temperatures of the formation of

intrinsic point defects clusters (microvoids or interstitial dislocation loops) [13]. Figure 3
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shows the variation of the average size of oxygen and carbon precipitates at the stage of the

coalescence in the temperature range of cooling from 1423 to 300 K.

Fig. 3. Variation of the average size Rav of (1) oxygen precipitates at the stage of the coalescence during cooling of the

CZ-Si crystals in the range from 1423 to 300 K

Although the concentrations of oxygen and carbon in crystals of groups I, II and III are

identical, the change in the thermal conditions for the growth of small-sized FZ-Si single

crystals (high growth rates and axial temperature gradients) leads to the fact that the stage of

the coalescence begins far in advance (at KTT m 20 ).

In the classical theory of the formation of second-phase particles during heat treatments of

single crystals, the formation of critical nuclei of small sizes occurs at low temperatures. In

the classical theory of the formation of second-phase particles during heat treatments of single

crystals, the formation of critical nuclei of small sizes occurs at low temperatures. Here an

increase in the temperature leads to the growth and coalescence of precipitates. In real crystals,

already there are grown-in microdefects. These microdefects during thermal treatments are

sinks for intrinsic point defects and impurities.

Using of Vlasov's model for solids to the complexation processes during crystals thermal

treatment gives another result (Fig. 4).

In accordance with Vlasov's model for solids the complexation at � � �h�� is unlikely. This

temperature corresponds to the formation of thermal donors. The complexation in silicon
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during thermal treatment is possible only at high temperatures. Excess intrinsic point defects

and impurities disappear at initial structural defects. This process leads to transformation of

initial defect structure of crystal.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the density of distribution for the silicon-oxygen complexes from the temperature during the

annealing of the crystal

At the same time, it is known that the thermal treatments of silicon lead to the formation of

electrically active centers. If the formation of complexes in the temperature range �㤸㤸� �

� � �㤸㤸� is unlikely then the processes of coalescence occur in crystals of any diameter.

Then, can be assumed that the dissolving grown-in precipitates lead to formation of

electrically active centers.

We note that classical theory of nucleation and growth of second-phase particles and Vlasov's

model for solids lead to identical results. Both approaches describe the processes of high-

temperature precipitation of impurities. In turn, the high-temperature precipitation of

impurities is the basis of the process of defect formation in crystals.

IV. Conclusions

Until now the probabilistic approach (Vlasov's model for solids) for real crystals has not been

applied. At the same time joint use of both approaches would allow for a fresh look at known

facts and discover new phenomena and laws. This work represents the first attempts in the last

70 years to obtain the solution of Vlasov model for solid state. Questions of application of the
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Vlasov model for solid state for description of the nucleation of defect structure, taking into

account of the thermal conditions of the crystal growth were discussed.

There are the following main results:

1. The concepts and principles of Vlasov physics are fully applicable to solid state.

2. The Vlasov model for solid state describes the processes of complexation during the

growth of real crystals adequately classical theory of nucleation and growth of second-phase

particles in solids.

3. Method of calculation of the initial defect structure of crystals was proposed.

4. Using Vlasov’s model for solids shown that during of low-temperature crystal

treatments proceeds the processes of coalescence of grown-in defects.
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